
 

Optimize guest speakers at Soccerex African Forum

Soccerex has established itself as a global leading conference, bringing together the business of football. At a recent
edition held in Durban, Optimize was asked to speak at this prestigious event attended by the world and the continent's
leading footballing brands.

The African forum tackled issues affecting the development of the game, from the top football association presidents
providing insights on their nations' plans for the future to the fans, with presentations made by Optimize Chief Marketing
Officer, Vivian Casaletti, on "Brand Development through Fan Engagement".

"Essentially the fans are at the heart of sport. Without them, there would not be commercial opportunities and in turn sport
would not survive," said Vivian. "As such it is crucial to maximise fan engagement and attempt to transfer the love fans have
of the sport to the sponsor's brand."

Another interesting presentation from Optimize was the 'Telkom Knockout' case study presented by Optimize Marketing
Manager, Kabelo Bosilong. Here it was proven how sponsorships can achieve all their objectives both from a
communications and business point of view as well as ultimately show a positive return on investment. "The Telkom
Knockout tournament has been a huge success to date, growing in stature year on year. It makes for an interesting case
study as it ticks all the right boxes from a sponsorship perspective. Moreover, it has achieved incredible measurable results,
which every sponsor would like to see."

Kgothatso Montjane scores again with Air Liquide 28 Mar 2024

Mahindra South Africa partners with Kgothatso Montjane as brand ambassador 5 Feb 2024

The Mandela Walk & Run: A successful 10-year commemoration 12 Dec 2023

Mandela Remembrance Walk & Run to mark 10 years since Madiba's passing this year 7 Dec 2023

The 'Southern Africa Europe CEO Dialogue' celebrating 10 years of success 25 Oct 2023
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Optimize Agency

Optimize Agency is a strategic sponsorship agency that specialises in sports & entertainment. With
experience in the local & international market, we represent the top sport & entertainment clients. Driven
by pure passion for what we do, we assist in creating commercial partnerships that take experiences far
beyond the event itself whilst driving commercial value.
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